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GROUP COHOMOLOGY AND THE SYMPLECTIC
STRUCTURE ON THE MODULI SPACE OF

REPRESENTATIONS

K. GURUPRASAD AND C. S. RAJAN

0. Introduction. The space of equivalence classes of irreducible representa-
tions of the fundamental group of a compact-oriented surface of genus at least
2 in a Lie group has a natural symplectic form. In lAB], Atiyah and Bott
described this symplectic structure using methods from gauge theory. Goldman
[G] constructed the skew-symmetric pairing algebraically using methods from
group cohomology. Using Poincar6 duality, Goldman showed that the pairing is
nondegenerate and identified it with the symplectic structure given by gauge
theory.
For a punctured surface, the space of equivalence classes of irreducible repre-

sentations also admits a symplectic structure, provided some boundary conditions
are imposed (namely, fixing the conjugacy classes of the holonomies around the
punctures). The symplectic structure on the moduli space was constructed ana-
lytically using gauge theory in [BG1] and [BG2]. An algebraic description of
the symplectic form using parabolic cohomology is given in [GHJW]. The
required nondegeneracy is proved using the cohomology of 9roup systems; this
can be thought of as an analogue of compactly supported cohomology.

This paper can be considered a companion to [GHJW]. The principal aim of
this paper is to prove, using ideas from the Hodge theory of forms and the
explicit use of Fox calculus, the nondegeneracy of the skew-symmetric pairings
which then give the above symplectic structures.

In the process of the proof, we introduce a Riemannian metric on the above
spaces of equivalence classes of representations of the fundamental group. The
choice of this metric was motivated and in some sense dictated by the explicit
description of the symplectic structure by Goldman [G] in the compact case. We
came up with this metric in an attempt to mimic a harmonic theory of forms in
the cohomology of groups. This metric, we believe, is interesting in its own right
and needs further study. The striking feature of this metric on the moduli space
of representations is that it can be given explicitly once a presentation of the
fundamental group of the surface is chosen and does not apparently decode any
complex structure or metric on the surface itself.

In the first section we describe the metric on the moduli space in the compact
surface case and prove the nondegeneracy of the skew-symmetric pairing, which
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138 GURUPRASAD AND RAJAN

then defines the symplectic structure. In the next sections we briefly describe
the parabolic moduli space and present the proof of nondegeneracy in the gen-
eral n-puncture case and for a general reductive Lie group.
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1. Metric on the moduli space (compact case). Let S be a compact-orientable
surface of genus-g > 2, and let rr- rrl(S, s0) be the fundamental group based at
so S. rr has the familiar presentation

zr (A1,B1,.. ,Ao, Bg hi=l [Ai, Bi] I),
where I is the identity element. Let Cj I-Iil[Ai, B] and R Co so that R I is
the unique relation among the generators of n.
The integral group ring Z[zr] of n has a natural anti-automorphism # defined by

# (E niai) E niaf-1 for ni- Z and ai.r.

Using the notation from the Fox calculus (see [G, 3]), we know the following:

Ci-1 (I aiBia1) Ci-1 CiBi, (1)

(OR
Ci-l(Ai- aiBiaTlB[-1) Ci-lai- Ci, (2)

so that

dR -1# i- C7-11 BICi (3)

tgR
#- A7,1C[1 C1. (4)

Let G be a compact Lie group with Lie algebra , and let (,) be a G-invariant
inner product on 6i. The moduli space ’ Hom(rr, G)/G of conjugacy classes of
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representations of n into G admits a natural skew-symmetric pairing. More pre-
cisely if p n G is a representation, the composition n G Aut(tfi) makes
the Lie algebra 15 into a n-module and the tangent space Tp(Hom(n, G)) can be
identified with the space zl(n, flip) of 1-cocycles of n with values in this n-module
flip. That is,

Z (, ep) (u’ ep u(xy) u(x) + Ad p(x)u(y) for x, y n}.

At the equivalence class [p], the tangent space Tip] (t’) can then be identified with
the first group cohomology Hi(n, flip). The following composition of the cup
product and (,

z2(.. (R) ,<.>. z2(..
induces a skew-symmetric pairing on cohomology

Hi(n, (ip) x el(n, {p) .--+ n2(n, JR.) JR..

From now on we will assume that p is irreducible. For simplicity, we write
x. u(y) for Ad p(x)(u(y)). We know from [G, (3.4)] that the formula

w(u,v) ai__l ( (U(# Ai),v(Ai)) + (u(# Bi)’
for u, v Z (n, p) gives the symplectic form on H (n, flip). The main aim of this
section is to prove the following.

THEOREM 1. The skew-symmetric pairint w is nonde#enerate on Hi(n, flip).

Poincar6 duality is invoked in [G] to prove nondegeneracy of the above pair-
ing, which defines the symplectic structure on the moduli space t’. We prove
nondegeneracy of the above pairing without apparent use of Poincar6 duality by
introducing a metric (positive definite inner product) on Z (n, trip). Our heuristic
is to look for a dual 1-cocycle v for a given 1-cocycle u such that w(u, v) is pos-
itive in analogy with the Hodge theory of forms. By closely examining the above
expression for w(u,v) and the special case of a genus-1 surface, we "naively"
define the dual 1-cocycle v of u by setting

v(Ai) u(# c3-A)
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However if we consider the analogous situation in the Hodge theory of forms, the
dual of a closed form need not be closed. The dual of a closed form is closed if and
only if the form is harmonic. We also know from [G, 3.6] that v is a 1-cocycle if

}i oR
v A + -i v B O.

That is,

u # +u # =0.

We reinterpret the above condition as the characterising condition for harmoni-
city. But the space of harmonic cocycles should also be characterised as being the
orthogonal complement to the space of 1-coboundaries with respect to a suitable
metric on the space of 1-coycles. In our situation the space of 1-coboundaries can be
easily described. Morever we expect the dual map to lead to an almost complex
structure, and w(u, (v)) to possibly define an inner product on the first cohomol-
ogy. This leads us to define a metric (,)p on zl(7, p), which we use to define
the space of harmonic cocycles and the dual of a harmonic cocycle. This will
enable us to prove the nondegeneracy of the skew-symmetric pairing w.
We now define a nonnegative symmetric pairing (,)p on Zl(n, ip) as

g

(6)

We claim that this pairing actually defines an inner product on Zl(n, flip).

PROPOSITION 1. The pairing ( )p on Z (n, ffp) is positive definite.

Proof. We need to prove that (u, u)p 0 u 0 for u Zl(n, ip). Since u is
1-cocycle, it suffices to prove that u(Ai) u(Bi) 0 for all i= 1,..., g. Since
) is an inner product on

(-u # =0 (7)

It follows from (3) and (4) that

u(c_ll) u(B?IC-I),

u(C-1) tt(A-lc-_ll).

(8)

(9)
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Assume now by induction that u(Ag) u(Bg) u(C1) 0 for j < i, where we set
A0 B0 I. Note that Co I, so our induction hypothesis is satisfied for 1.
Equation (8) and the induction hypothesis imply

u(C n ) o.

Since CiBi Ci-IAiBiA[1, it follows by our induction hypothesis that

u(AiB,AT,) O. (10)

Morever 0 u(CiBi) u(Ci) + Ciu(Bi), which implies

u(e,)

Equation (9) and the induction hypothesis imply

u(C1) u(A-l).

Hence u(Bi) u(A[1). It follows then that

u(AfB,) u(Af) + Afu(B,)

u(Ai) + Aiu(A[-1)

u(Ai) u(Ai)

Hence it follows from (10) that

u(A/-1) 0.

Thus we obtain 0 u(A-1) u(Bi) u(Ci) and our induction argument can be
continued. Thus, for all i= 1,... ,9, u(Ai)= u(Bi) 0; that is, u vanishes on all
generators u 0. Therefore ( > is a metric on Z (r, 05). U]

Our aim now is to define the analogue of the Hodge ,-operator on zl(r,)
using the metric (,) on ZX(r, ip). However, the Hodge ,-operator in general
does not send closed forms to closed forms, unless the forms are harmonic as
well. Hence our heuristic now is to describe the orthogonal complement
B (r, ip) +/- to the space of coboundaries B (r, 6ip) in Z (r, ). We think of
Bl(rr, lip) +/- as the representative for the space of harmonic forms and call
B (re, 6ip) +/- the space of harmonic coeycles. Clearly B (, p)-l- is isomorphic to
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H(rr, flip). We have

(,) (u z(,) (u, ,> 0 v }.

The coboundary d/ for # flip is defined by

Clearly

dla(x) x. la- 1 Vx e n.

(C-_ll./t-/t) (B-Ic-I. bt- t)

cc2 , i- ci- , # -,
Similarly d.() ()... It is easily checked that

(11)

and similarly for Bi. Hence

Consequently we have (since (,) is an inner product) the characterisation of
harmonic cocycles

(, p)+/- {u z*(, p)

We now are all set to define an analogue of the Hodge ,-map " BI(, ffjp)_l_
Z(r, ffi). For u e B(r, o)-t-, define (u) as follows on the generators
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We now need to cheek that (u) is a cocycle. (u) can be extended as a 1-
cocyle to the free group defined on the generators A1,B1,...,Ag, Bg. We have
then the following identity (see [G, 3.6]):

g

{R R }(u)(R) -i(u)(ai + --O(u)(Bi)
Thus from [G, 3.6], we know that a function v" r --. 6ip is a 1-cocycle if and only if
it satisfies the relation

v(R) .= -i v(Ai) + -i v(Bi) O.

Clearly

=0,

since u is a harmonic cocycle. Therefore (u) is a 1-cocycle.
The nondegeneracy of the skew-symmetric pairing on T[p](/l)

now follows easily from the Hodge theory developed above. For u
Bl(/r, p)_l_ Hl(/r, p) we show that there exists an element v z nl(rc, p)_t_
such that w(u, v) # O. We simply set v (u). It follows from (5) that

w,u, ,lul ( (u (,  lul ) (u (,

=-(u,u)p-0 ifu0

by the proposition. Therefore the form w on TIp] (l) is nondegenerate.

2. Metric on the moduli space on an n-punctured surface. We briefly describe
the moduli space on the punctured surface (see [BG1] and [GHJW]). Let M
S\{pl,..., Pn} be the surface of genus-g > 2 punctured at finitely many points
P,.-.,Pn. Let C,...,Cn be fixed conjugacy classes in G. The fundamental
group := n (M, P0) based at p0 M admits the following familiar presentation:
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Let {p Hom(, G) P(i) Ci for 1,..., n). G acts on by conjugate
action, and the quotient t/G is called the parabolic moduli space and denoted by

The space Zar( flip) of parabolic cocycles is defined by

Zar( lp) {u 6 zl(, lip) u(0j) is a coboundary}.

Saying u(j) is a coboundary means u(j)= . #-# for some # flip. Tp()
can be identified with Zpar(n, ffip), and Tip] () with the first parabolic cohomology
group nar(: (Jp) := Zar(: lYop)/BI(, p).

Notation. p is always assumed to be an irreducible representation. A product
of elements in a group indexed by the empty set denotes the identity element of
the group. We remark that a cocycle vanishes on the identity element of a group.

We know from [GHJW, 9] that the following formula gives a skew-symmetric
pairing on Zlpar(, (Jp):

n n

(u(Ral ""oi-1), (Roq..- ai_l)" v(oi) ) -+- E (l’ti’ v(oq) ),
j=l j=

(12)

where u, v Zpar(lg,_ flip) and u(i) i" lai #i for some #i ffi, 1,..., n. Our
aim now is to show that this pairing is nondegenerate on/-/ar(, t5
On Za( ltio) we define an inner product. For u, v e Zar(g, io))o that

for 1,..., n, and #i, vi ffip, we set

+ (u(,... "n) u(,+... "n), v(,..- "n) u(,+’’’ ,)).
j=l

PROPOSITION 2. ( )p is an inner product on Zpar(Z (Jp).

(13)
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Proof If <u, u)p 0, thenfori=l,...,g,j=l,...,n,

(u(aj.’. an) u(aj+l.., an),/g(aj-.-an) --/,/(aj+l... an))

=,, tt # u # u(aj an) --/(aj+l... an) O. (14)

By the proof of Proposition 1, u(Ai) u(Bi) 0. By decreasing induction assume
that u(aj) 0 for j > j0. Upon substituting j n in (14), we see that u(an)= O.
Since u(aj...an)=u(aj)+agu(ag+l...an), the induction hypothesis and (14)
together imply that u(a0 0. Hence u vanishes on all the generators Ai, Bi, and
aj, and so u 0. Therefore (,)p is a positive definite inner product on

Zpar( (ip). ["-I

The space of harmonic parabolic cocycles is given by

sl(ff, p)/ {u Zar( {p), (u, dl,t)p 0 VV

+ (u(aj... an) u(aj+l.., an), dlg(aj.., an) d/g(aj+l.., an))

by (11)

+ (u(aj... an) u(aj+l.., an), dlg(aj’" an) d/(aj+l-., an)).

But

(u(aj an) u(aj+l.-, an), dlg(aj an) d/(aj+l.., an))

(u(aj an) u(aj an) (aj+l’’’ an)V (aj+l’’" an)Y)

((aj... an)-lu(aj... an) (aj... an)-lu(aj+l an)

(aj+l’’ an)-lu(aj "an) -Jr-(aj+l...an)-lu(aj+l "an), "v).
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Since (g... n)-1 R0q j_l, we have the characterisation

B (r, lip) -I- u S Zlar(rr lip) /u # // +’ffi u #
i=1

+{ _u(...) 1-" _u(+...)

RI ju(j n) + RI ju(j+l n)) 0).
For u e BI(, o)z we define (u) on the generators

(u)(A) u(),

gi(u) can be thought of as a 1-cocyle on the free group generated by the (2# + n)
generators Ai, Bi, and j. is the group defined by the (2# + n) generators A, B,
and j, together with the relation Rl""n 1. For (u) to define a 1-cocycle on, we need to check that #(u)(Rl...) #(u)(1) 0. We have

()(a ...)

(u)(R) + RI... j-l(U)(j)
j=l

(u)(Ai)+ (u)(B) by [G, 3.6]
i=1

+ s.1....-1((.....) (.+1..- .) .(u(.....)-u(.+l.-..)))
j=l

,= ((’+(,(, +{..._,(...
]=1

_u(+...) u(...) + u(+... )}
=0

since u e BI(:, lip) -1-. Therefore (u) is a cocycle. Moreover, by its very defini-
tion (u) is parabolic. Hence we obtain a map " H,(, lio) BI(:, liO)’l- ---Zr(, 15o). We have the following proposition.
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PROPOSITION 3. For U Bl(lr, lJp) +/-,

w(u, <u,

Proof. We have

(u(R... oj_l), ROl...oj_lq(u)(j)) +
j=l j=l

(15)

Now

-(u(Roq j-1), RoI""" oj-lq(u)(oj) ) + (#j, (u)(oj) )

(Roq...oj_lU(Oj...On),ROl.. "oj-l(U)(Oj)) -[--

(since u(ROl 0j-1) -RI Oj-lU(Oj n)

+

(Oj#j -Jr Oj/,/(Oj+l’’’ On),

(Oj#j -at- OjU(Oj+I (Xn) U(ff, On) U(Oj+I""" On))

(Ojgj + tjU(0j+l’’’ (n), Oj(U(Oj On) U(j+I"""

(Oj#j "-[-- ff,jU(Oj+l On) IAj U(j+I""" On), U(Oj On) U(Oj+I... On)>

Hence it follows from (13) and (15) that w(u, (u)) (u, u)p.
We obtain the following theorem as a corollary.

THEOREM 2. The skew-symmetric pairing w defined by (12) is nondegenerate
on T[p]() Hpar(ff (p).

3. The case of the general reductive Lie group. We now indicate how the
constructions of the previous sections can be extended to a noncompact reduc-
tive Lie group. Let G be a connected reductive real Lie group with Lie algebra
15. Let (R) be a Cartan involution on G. (R) is an involutive automorphism of G,
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and the set of elements fixed under 19 is a maximal compact subgroup of G. In
particular, if G is compact, then t9 is the identity on G. Let 0 be the correspond-
ing automorphism at the Lie algebra level. If G c GL (n, C) is linear, then 19 can
be taken to be the map that sends an invertible matrix to its conjugate transpose
inverse, and then O(X) _t. Let Ad denote the adjoint representation of G on
its Lie algebra.

Let B denote the Killing form on ffi. Let X, Y denote general elements in
and let 9 be an element of G. Denote by (,) the form

<X, Y> -Real part of B(X, O(Y)).

It is known then that (,) is a positive-definite, symmetric, bilinear form on 15.
We have the following:

(Ad(#)X, Y) (X, Ad((R)(#-l)) Y),

We can now easily carry over our earlier arguments to a connected, reductive
Lie group G. We define the inner product (, >p on 1-cocycles as before, using
now the modified inner product <, > defined as above on 15. This allows us
to define the space of "harmonic" 1-cocycles as the orthogonal complement to
the space of 1-coboundaries. It is easy to see, using the above formulas, that if v
is a 1-cocycle, then it is orthogonal to the coboundaries if and only if O(v) sat-
isfies the same equations as before. For a harmonic 1-cocyle u, the formula for
the "dual" cocycle q(u) is given by applying 0 to the old formulas. That is,

and so on. Finally it is clear from the formulas for the skew-symmetric pairing w,
and the same arguments as before, that for a harmonic 1-cocycle u, w(u, f(u))
(u, u)p. Consequently we can conclude that w(u, f(u)) is nonzero, if u is nonzero.
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